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A STUDY OF THE RELATIoNSHIP BETWEEN AFFECTIVE
AND, ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES

Raising a-child's self-concept or improving his attitude
toward school will not ensure an increase in his achieve-
ment level. Research has not and probably will- not eVer
establish a clear linear relationship between affect and
achievement. Compensatory education programs which claim
that activities designed to improve a child's self-concept
or attitzide toward school will in turn improve rhe child's
achievement may be well advised either-to address improve
ment in achievement more directly or to set u0 affective
Objectives separate from achievement objectives.

Reviewing- research literature and analyzing affective and
achievement-data from the Austin Independent School District
have revealed inconclusive patterns of correlations between
affective-measures and achievement. measures. A small pos-
itive relationship has often been found; however, the idio-
syncracies of evaluation-designs, instruments, and-local
population characteristics make generalizing from the re-
sults of these stUdies difficult.

The Austin studies reported her- indicate that ethnic group
membership may be a significant factor in the relationship
between affect and achievement. Blacks showed the strong-
est relationship at tae elementary levels, Anglo8 showed
the strongest relationship at the secondary level, and
Mexiean Americans showed no relationship past the kinder-
garten level,.

Public schools have gradually expanded their role from simply the

teaching of knowledge to inereasingly accepting . as their responsibility

the social and emotional aspects of the student'_ life. This-is especially

evident in may of the compensat education programs supported by large

federal grants through ESEA Title I Regular and Migrant, ESEA Title VII

Bilingual, and ESAA. Although the primary mandate for these-programs-has

always been to-improve achievement, affective, objectives ar_ _ften found

side by side with the achievement objectives. These affective objectives

are usually justified by the assumption that increases in a child's positive-

feelings toward himself and his school will contribute to the meeting



the achievement objectives. Program developers have, also been known to

claiM that their programs Are justified if they "make students feel good

about themselves and school" even though achievement not increased by

the progran treatment. However, since-federal funding-sources require

increased achievement as the ultimate goal fo- the programs they sponsor,

the possibility- must be explored that affective objectives may fail to

support achievement objectives --d may even be counterproductive in terms

of achieve

At the very least, those who would promote affective objectives with

the hope that achievement gains will result should be familiar with the

Austin study discussed in this paper and,with research lit ....sture concerning

the relationshipsbetween self-concept, attitude toward school, and academic

achievement at various grade levels and for different ethnic grobps.
_

RESFARCH LITFAATURE.

Self-Concept and Achievement by Grade Level

Generally, the research literature shows a s_all pos tive relationship

bet een self-eoncept and achievement across grade levels 3, 12, 14, 20, 21,

-23, 29, 34, 36, 38, 39, 40, 47, 48).

Wattenberg and Clifford (47) and Cizehosky and Clark -(36) found that

self-esteem measures were positively correlated with reading readiness for

kindergarten students. Positive relationships between self- oncept and

reading, math, composite ach evement test scores, and grade point- averages

have been faund at the elementary level 2, 14, 20, 29, 344 39, 45, 48)-,-

and junior and senior high levels (3, 21, 23).. Pruneda's (40 ) research

indicated a positive correlation between .elf-concept and achieVement at

grades-6- and 8, but no relationship between the twa-factors at grade-10.-



Several other authors reviewed the literature on self-concept and

academic achievement (4, 14, 16, 42) and reported that a small posi-ive

relationship has generally been found at _ost grade levels. Calsyn (11)

investigated the causal relationship between self-esteem and scholastic

achievement, and discovered that scholastic achievement appeared to be

causally predominant over self-concept. This finding suggests that higher

academic achieve ent may lead to a more positive self-concept, rather than

vice versa as asst_ _d in many compensatory education pmgrams.

Several investigators (10, 15, 16), however, have failed to find a

relationship between measures of self-concept and achievement in reading,

mathematics, and composite achievement test scores. These studies included

students from kindergarten through the sixth grade.

Thus, the results of research concerning self-concept and achievement

at various grade levels have been mixed, but generally suggest a small

positive relationship between these va iables.

Self7Concept, Attitude Toward School and_Achievement b _Crade_Level

The relationship between the attitude of children toward,school and

their academic achievement by grade level is also of importance to educators.

Some positive relationthips have been found between measures of students'

-attitude toward school and achievement at the elementary, junior, and senior_-

high levels (9, 19, 22, 35- 41, 44);-however,'other researchers have found

norelationship bet een- these factors at the elementary and junior high

levels (5, 8, 24,. 49).

pole (17) considered both self-concept and attitude toward school as

they relate to-academic achievement in third graders and found positive-

relationships between both self-concept and-academic achievement, and be-



tween attitude toward school and academic achievement,

Nenerally, trends in the research literature suggest that both elf-

concept and attitude toward school show a positive relationship to academic

anieveoeot at most grade levels Onfortonately, research results are not

all consistent and therefore must be corsidered inconclusive.

_Ethnicit, Belf-Conce t_-Artitude Toward School_ and Achievement

Ethlic group membership has been considered as a variable affecting

self7concept, attitude toward school, and achievement In a number of studies

(1, 2, 13, 14, 19, 21, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 40, 43, 44, 49).

n research involving Hispanic students (1, 2,

33, 34, 40, 43), finding- have been mixed.19, 21, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32,

Dans and Anderson (21) discovered that Mexican American students in their

sample had lower elf-concepts and 1r achievement test scores than

their Anglo classmates, but similar grade point averages, Allen (1) found

o significant difference in the self-concepts of Anglo, Me ican American,

and Black junior high students, Riv (43) reported that Hispanic students

participating in a bilingual program tended to show increased feelings of

acceptance and self-worth and a rate of academic progress similar to non-

Hispanic students. layden (26), on the other hand, found that Puerto Rican

.
third graders taught in Spanish had slollar elf-concepts but somewhat lower

achievement than their Puerto Rican age-mates taught in English None of

these studies examined directly the correl tion between lf-c ncept and

achievement.

Three oujer compensatory education projects, carrind out in Austin,

Texas i volved primarily Mexitan American students and measured both achieve-

ment and affective changes (2, 27, IS, 30, 31, 12, 31). Daluators

had difficulty identifying the specific programmatic activities which were

to have produced improved sell-concupt and nore positive attitudes toward

school. In each program the affective objectives were met or not met in

a non-sy tematic pattern which suggested that many factors were infltenciq

how the students responded to the test items.

Ct011 (19) studied the achievement and attitude toward school of Mexican

American fifth and sixth graders, and discuveted that the students' preen

tions of school-related concepts were sigrificantly related to their academic

achievement, and that middle and lower class Mexican American students had

similar attitudes toward school. LaBelle (24) found that Spanish American

and Anglo students in the fifth grade did not differ significantly in their

attitudes toward school, and that high achievers did not necessarily perceive

school-related concepts more positively than middle and low achievers.

LaBelle also found in this study that low socioeconomic status (SES) students

had less positive attitude toward schnnl when compared to higher SES stu-

dents,

The ouestion of relationship between the self-concept, attitude toward

school, and academic achievement of Spanish American students defintely needs

further study. Few studies have specifiCally studied the relationships among,

these factors, and those which have are inconclusive.

Black and An lo Students: Studies of Black and Anglo student ' self-concept

attitude toward school, and achievement have been carried out by several re-,

narthers (13, 14,744, 49). Canning (13) compared sixth grade students. in

middle school to those in self-contained classrooms in elementary schools,

and found that Black children failed to improve in reading and math in either



situation, while Anglo students made significant gains in both. H_ ever,

neither Black nor Anglo students

or attitude toward school. When

students' attitude toward school

made significant gains in self-concept

Robertson (44) compared Anglo and Black

and achievement, he found a significant

positive relationship between student ability, school grades, and attitude

toward school for both groups, but no significant difference attitude.

toward.school between Anglo and Black students. Anglo students' attitude

toward-school correlated positively with the percentage of their class

that was Anglo, but Black students'-did not. Young (49) found Black

students' achievement varied according to 'the teacher's degree of acceptance

and tolerance of the there were no significant differences-in pupil

attitude between Anglo and Black students. Caplin (14) discovered that

students (both Anglo and Mack) who attended de facto segregated sch ols

(greater than 66% Black) had less p

than other students.

It is difficult to draw any conclusion

Ve self-concepts and achievement

m the limited amount of

research that is available concerning the relationships am_ 1f-concept,

attitude toward school and achiev- ent for Bled( atudents .general

the research literature concerning.the effect of ethnic group membership on

self-concept, attitude towatd school, and academic achievement are incomplete.

Some research suggests that socio-economi: status may-be a better indicator

self-concept and at itude toward school as- they relate to achievement

thanis ethnic baCkgr-und (24, 38). Further research in det nitely needed.-

Program Partici ation

Various attempts have been made to.deterrnine the ef etts of participa-

tion in different types of programs on self-concept, attitude toward school,

8



and academic achievement- (L 6, 7, 19, 25, 27, 28, 29, 34, 37, 43, 46).

example, Walker (46) and Lawson (25) compared students in graded and non-

graded programs. Walker (46) found that elementary and high school students

in non-graded programs had significantly more positive attitudes toward school,

higher self-concepts, and tended to have hic,her achievement. Lawson (25)

found no significant differences in the relationship between self-concept

and reading achievement at grades one and three for students in graded and

non-graded programs.

Black (7) found that fourth grade studen _ in traditional and open

area classrooms d d not differ in either self-concept or achievement. Lewis

and Adank (29) discovered a positive relationship between self-esteem and

acade ic achievement in fourth and sixth graders in both self-contained and

individualized classrooms, but found lower anxiety scores for those in indi-

vidualized classrooms. Phelan (37) found that fourth graders with teachers

who employed more informal teaching and organizational methods showed a

more positive attitude toward school but lower achievement in reading and

composite achievement scores when compared to students exposed to more

formal classrooms. o differences were found between formai and informal

methods in t rms of math achievement or self-concept. Phelan (37) and

McKinney (34) both compared elementary 'students in Title I versus non-Title- I

schools with conflicting results. Phelan found that students in Title I

schools had more positive attitudes toward school, lower achievement, and

similar self-concepts to those in non-Title-I schools. McKinney found

that enrollment in Title I schools did not affect self-concept or academic

achievement.



Lee (27, _ ) evaluated a two-year ESAA pilot project which studied the

effects of trained instructfonal aides in the classroom. Results revealed

declines in self-concept scores increases in attitude toward school, and

no significant changes in achievement for projec.t students. Students in the

control group demonstrated opposite trends: increased self-concept scores,

declines in attitude tovard school, and significant improvements in achievement.

Allen (1) and Beckum (6) studied the effects of programs designed to

improve the self-concept and achievement of students. Allen (1) found that

a Motivation program for junior high students had a slight effect on grades

but not on self-concept. Beckum (6) reported that students exposed tc a

counseling and tutoring program involving social reinforcements shwed

significantly more improvement in reading achievement and slightly better

self-concepts (non-significant) than students rewarded -i h token reinforce-

ments or those in a control group.

More studies concerning the causal relationship be ween self-concept,

attitude toward school, and achievement, such as that of Calsyn (10) are

definitely needed. Additional research which would help to resolve the

issue of whether more positive self-concepts,lead to higher achievement or

vice versa and-help to aid in the planning of more successful intervention

programs is particularly needed.

Summary

in summary, the research concerning the relationship_between affective-7

factorS ahd achievement has been inconclusive. Studies are available which

demonstrate a direct relationship between affect and achievement; however,

other research concludes just the oPposite. The general trend seems to

suggest a small-positive relationship between these factors. The-relation-

10



ship between affective measures and academic achievement en the basis of

ethnic group membership is even farther from being conclusive. Obviously,

many factors influence the interaction of affect with students' achievement

levels.

THE AUSTIN STUDY

The salient role that affective objectives play in compensatory programs

and the inconclusive status of the literature prompted the Austin independent

School District Office of Research and Evalua ion to undertake the studies

discussed below. Because experimental designs are usually not tenable in

public school situations, the decision was made to reanalyze existing data

Two years of data were available through evaluations of compensatory p ograms

and district-wide testing conducted through the Office of Research and Evalu-

ation.

Analyses were applied to data which had been gathered at che kindergar-

ten level and grades 4, 6, and 9-12 on four affective instruments and three

achievement measures ever a two-year period. Figure 1 shows the instruments

and the grade levels at which the instruments were applied. Results of the

analyses will be presented below by grade level.

Figure 1:- InstruMents Employed

Grade

4

Affective Instrument

Primary Self-Concept Scale

1) Pier-Harris Self-Concept
Scale

2) School Sentiment Index
(Primary)

NOTE: Figure

Achieveme t Intrumnt

Boehm Test of Basic Concepts

California Achievement Test
-Subscale: -Reading Teta'

California Achievement...Test
Subscales: Reading Total

Math TotaL

continued on next page.



Grade Affective Instrument Achievement Instrument.

6 School Sentiment Index California Achievement Test
(Intermediate) Subscales: Reading Total

Math Total

9-12 Survey of Study Habits Sequential Tests of Educe-
and Attitudes tional Progress

Subscales: Reading
Mechanics of Writing
English Expression
Math Computation
Math Basic Concepts
Science
Social Studies

KinderRarten

As part of the measurement of objec ives for Austin's 1975-1976

ESEA Title VII Bilingual Project, kindergarten students' self-concepts

were assessedusing the Primary Self-Concept Inventory. A stratified random

sample of three boys and three girls were selected from each kindergarten

project classroom. This sampling yielded a subset of 146 project students

who were 70% Mexican American, 20% Black and 5% Anglo. The resulting cell

sizes for Blacks and Anglos were considered too small to allow meaningful

analysis along the dimension of ethnicity.

The achievement instrument used in Austin for kindergarten students is

the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts. The total raw scores received by the

146 bilingual project students were correlated using FACTOR from the VSTAT

Statistical Package from the University of Texas at Austin. This analysis

yielded correlations among the Boehm pretest (September, 1975), Boehm post-

test (February, 1976) 3oehm gain, and Primary Self-Concept Invent ry (April,

1976). Figure 2 presents these correla ion coefficients.



Figure'.2: ',Correlation of, Rindergarteners
_and Achievement

Self7Concept

Correlation with
Boehm Test of Basic Concepts Primar:Self-torz

Pretest ,0495
eptember, 1975)

Posttest .1805*
(February; 1976)

Gain

*Significant-at .05 level

.1185

- The 'only relationshipfound to be significant the .05 level

confidence was between the Boeh posttest scores:and the Primary SelfConcep_t

Inventory. This relationship however, was small ( 1805). Thus there appears,.

to be a small positive correlation between achievement (knowledge of basic

concepts) and self-concept for the kindergarten students in this sample; how-

the unique characteristics of the population studied imposes limitations

the generalixability _ thi- findings. \

In the 1974-1975 ESEA Title VII Bilingual P-o ect:in Au

Piers-Harris SelfConcept:Inventory and the Schopl_Sentiment Index (Primary

Edition) were administered to stratified,random samples of three boys and_ _

_three girls from each'fourth grade classreom. 'The samples for the two*af--

fective measures were mutually exclusive. Sufficient sample sizes were
_

obtained to,allow analyses to be conducted for both Mexican Americans and

Blacks. All testing wa_ conducteci-in April, 1975.

-¢

Program:FACTOR was employed to correlate the total -ra- scores on

each of the affective neaSures with _CAT Reading:Total raw score.:

summarizes the c relation coefficients obtaineth

1Figure 3



ships ere found between af ective and achieveMent _easures for

Americans; however,..reading achievement-was positively .and signi

relatedro both selfconcept_and Attitude. toward-school-for Blacks..

ethnic.group_membership.of-stndents in the bilingualprogramwas

factor in the relationships found between-affective and achievement measures.

Figure Correlations of Fourth Grade Mexican
American and Black Students' Self-:
'Concept and Attitude Toward School
With Reading Achievement

Measure Correlated

CAT. Reading/Piers-Harris ;

Self-Condept
Scale

CAT Reading/School Sentiment
Index

*Significant at .05 level.-

In April, 1976, Austin's sysrem7wide testing program administered

the School Sentiment Index; Primary .Edition, to all fourth grade class7

Nexicñ
American Black

. 1553
--=-202)

. 1040-

.7 194)
.2248-

(N 7 134

roads in 10 randomly selected elementary schools. Figure 4 presents the

correlations obtained when the students total raw scores on the School

Sentiment IndeX were matched with their

raw scores-using program- FAQTOR.---

correlation significsnt beyond the

. level of confidence was-found. .7oUrth grade Anglostudents' rotal

o thei

In this analysis, only one

CAT Reading Total and Math Total

score on the School Sentiment Index was related positively

achievement levels. Neither Blacks nor Mexican Americans'

.05

raw

tatb'

attitudes

ard school cor elated significantly with math achievement.



None of the three groups _howed a correlation between attitude toward school

and reading achievement.

Figure 4 Correlations of Fourth Grade Mexican American, Black,
and-Anglo-StOdents' Attitude Toward:School with'Reading
and Math Achievement (April, 1976)

Ethnic Group

School Sentiment Index
iFrimary

Mexican
American Black Anglo-

CAT Reading Total .04'i0. .0335 .0937

(n-100) .n-I54) (n=396)

CAT Math Total .1059 .0031- -.1981*

(n=100) (n=154) (n=369)

*Si ifican at .05 ley

Sixth _Grade

Austin's systemwide test ng Program also administered the School

Sentiment Index, Intermediate Edition, to randomly selected classrooms

the sixth giade level. Figure 5 presents the correlations obtained when the

students' raw scores on the School Sentiment Index were matched with the-

CAT Reading Total and Math Total w scores using program FACTOR.

Figure 5: -.Correlations of Sixth Grade Mexican
American, Black, and Anglo StUdents'
Attitude Toward SchoO1 with Reading
and Math Achievement (April, 1976)

SchOol-Sentimett Index
_(ntermadiate Edition) and ...

l-CAT Reading Total

CAT Math Total

*Significant at

Ethnic GrouR

Mex tan

AMerican Black Anglo '

-03436 -.2434* .0905
(N,-= 82) (N ='55) N = 285)

A106 ,.2797 .0880
(4 = 82) (14 = 55) N = 285)

05 level.



'At the siXth.grade level, only-Black students-showed a relationship,

between affect and achievement. Their achievemen: test scores in both

reading and math correlated positively with their measured-attitude toward

school. For both Anglos and Mexican Americansall correlationa were non---

significant at the .05 level.

Grade! 9-12

It was felt that results -_ the high school level might well be di -

ferent from those at the elementary level as students become more realis= c

in their assessments of themselves and more aware of the contribution

learning to _their future success. A study of the relationship between the

Survey of Study Habit_ and Attitudes (SSHA) and the Sequential-Tests of

Educational Progre (STEP ) was therefore undertaken. Results showed a

small positive correlation:between the SSHA and each of the subtests on the

STEP (See Figure 6). When the correlations were brokerLdown by ethnicitY,

however, a dirrr.rent pattern emerged. For Anglo students the patte-_ was

similar to the overall correlations .4 on all subtests. Blacks

showed smaller correlations, mostly in the range of 2 to .3; again all

were significant For Mexican Americans the correlations were even loweri:

in the range of .1 to .2 with none significant-.: (See Figure ,6 on following:

page.)

Overall, the studies in Austin ISD reveal patterns similar
_

generally found in the literature Where there is a relationship between

those

affective data and achievement data it is small. __There are some patterns_

evident:in the Austin ISD-data, however, which 'indicate definite differ-

ences by_ethnicity._



Figure Correlation -coefficients between the Survey:of Study
Habits and Attitudes (SSHA) and the 8equential Tests
of Educational Progress (STEP). Tests were adminis-
tered to'a sample of ninth through twelfth graders
in AISD schools in the spring of 1976.

Anlo 552 ._352_

8 17*

exican
erican 105



Blacks showed the _trongest cortela

showed signif cant relationships at

the strongest correlat±ms at the high achool-level. Mexican Americans showed

no significant

DISCUESTON

it is clear from both the literature review and our own work in Austin

that this area'is a difficult one in which t_ provide definite answers.

There are a number _f reasons for this difficulty:

at any grade level past:kindergarten.

The measurement of such constructs as self-concept is difficult at
best and especially difficult when the measutes are being used for
students coming from a variety of different cultures.

2 it is almost impossible to design a truly experimental study in th
area due to the political and social realities with which schoo
systems and researchers must contend.. Treatment groups by ethnicity
would be considered an outrageouS suggestion by almost any school
Administrator..

BecauSe experimental designs are not feasible; most'studies are
correlational, and, while providing some,idea of whether a relation
ship eXists, they give no indication of the direction Of the rela-
tionship.

The nature of these studiesmakes most of them no generalixeeble
and:indicative mostly of local dynamics.

Affective instrument validity is seldom invest gated.

6) Most instruments which measure self-concept rate positively those
responses which students have often been taught are not socially
acceptable. The "I'm the Greatest" attitude exhibited by Muhammad
Ali, if-adopted by a typical-student,- would_probably yield-him high
scores on a self-concept scale bui might also yield disapproval
from peers, parents, and teachers.- Evan if a student perceived
himself in the "Muhammad Ali-1'm the Greatest" image, he would
probably also-perceive that it would not be a socially acceptable
attitude and would therefore respond to items on a self-concept
-scale in-ways that he kmew to be socially acceptable.

e conclusions of this study must:_obviously be tempered with an

awareness of the problems listed above. Other issuee should Also be

:ompansatory programs.



A question which is raised .3.11 comparing affective measures with
--achievement measures in order.to decidt_on the appropriateness of
affective objectives for compensatory education,programs is whether
1!_tIlf!sr.t=-feelings and attitudes are important_enoughin and-of
themselves to warrarit measurement. Programmatic activities to
improve these feelings and attitudes would of course follow if the
decision were yes and if funding sources could be convinced of the
merit of these objectives and activities without consideration of
achievement.

If no relationship, or only a very small one, exists between affective
and achievement measures, tha question must be considered whether
program resources should be channeled more directly into achievement
objectives and activities rather than attempting to raise achievement
indirectly through more positive attitudes.

The results of this study taken in con unction with the esearch

literature, the pertinent philosophicali_ssues_ and theproblems inherent

in the measurement of affect; lead to a conclusion bY.the-:authors that tha

use of affective object ves for compensatory programs is to be reco _ended

in
Ionly with very careful:consideration of the points covered his paper.

Ethnicity isparticularly to be considered by those who would formulate

affective objectives in the hope that increases in attitudinal scores will

.,lead_to increased achievement. Such objectivea may bepatticblarly inap-

propriate for Mex can American students,
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